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The Goldsmiths’ Company has supported excellence, craftsmanship,
community and skill in the goldsmiths’ community ever since it received its
first charter in 1327.
That commitment is represented in the Company’s fine Collection of mainly
British contemporary and historic plate, modern jewellery and art medals.
We display and lend pieces to exhibitions; and we use them to teach our
apprentices at the Goldsmiths’ Centre and to promote wider knowledge and
patronage. Our ambitious plans to digitise the Collection will soon make it
freely available online to show the extraordinary range and quality of pieces
brought together over many years.
This report describes the Company’s acquisitions over a single, very
challenging year, from April 2020 to April 2021. Our priority in the recent
pandemic—in addition to our Company Charity’s very significant financial
help to makers facing financial hardship—was to support makers (several
of them new to the Collection) through acquisitions. Commissions included
an intricate box in mixed metals by Patrick Davison; a sophisticated carafe
by Martin Keane; a sumptuous lapis lazuli Court Cup by Ingo Henn; and two
Prime Warden’s medals. We worked directly with the renowned jeweller
and teacher, Dorothy Hogg, to acquire a significant group of her pieces,
including two rings made specially for us. I am grateful to Dr Frances
Parton, Deputy Curator, for writing several entries, signed F. P.
It has been an outstanding year for gifts. Through the advocacy of the
gallerist and educator Helen W. Drutt English, an Associate Member of
the Company, we have received donations by two outstanding American
makers: a silver cuff and a carafe by Marjorie Schick, and a sophisticated
brooch from Eleanor Moty. A gift from the artist, Kevin Coates, of a superb
brooch on stand, ‘The Touch of Midas’, has been made in honour of the late
Peter Jenkins, a former Clerk of the Company. This slotted straight into
our Centre exhibition, ‘The Brooch Unpinned’, and its accompanying book.
Other gifts include design material which illuminates the making process,
letting us communicate so much more about the Collection and the stories
it tells. That was demonstrated in our online exhibition, ‘Designs on Silver’,
which brought in donations such as design drawings for pieces in our
Collection by Leo and Ginnie de Vroomen and Rod Kelly, as well as Nan Nan
Liu’s exquisite paper model for her silver ‘Breadbasket’ of 2016.
The report reveals how the Company’s pioneering support for
contemporary makers continues to inspire artistry and excellence in
precious metal as it moves towards its 700th anniversary in 2027.
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Gifts to the Collection

Sample leads, Malcolm Appleby
1978
Lead
Gift of the maker.

The London Assay Office
commissioned Malcolm Appleby to
make a silver bowl commemorating
their 500th year on the Goldsmiths’
Hall site in 1978. The bowl, which
is in the Company Collection,
is engraved with caricatured
designs of the different leopard’s
head marks used as the London
hallmark over the centuries.
Appleby used Britannia silver left
over from the bowl to make silver
medals and medallions to mark
the same anniversary. In 2021 he
gave the eight dies for these silver
medals to the Collection. The lead
matrices feature the same spirited
engraved leopard’s heads as seen
on the bowl. They are numbered to
document the design and making
process and match up with medals
made from them which are already
in the Collection.
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Gifts to the Collection

Constructed Silver Bracelet,
Marjorie Schick
1975
Silver
Gift of Professor James Schick, through
the advocacy of Helen W. Drutt English.

The American artist jeweller and
teacher, Marjorie Schick (1941–2017)
was a member of the New Jewellery
movement and a major figure in
the international avant-garde.
Her work is widely represented in
museums from the Hermitage in
St Petersburg to the Victoria and
Albert Museum. She taught at
Pittsburgh State University for over
half a century. The silver bracelet
was given by her widower through
the advocacy of Helen W. Drutt
English. It shows Schick’s interest in
constructed three-dimensional form,
demonstrating her engineering skills
and her understanding of metal at a
turning point in her art. Curator, Dr
Elizabeth Goring notes of the bracelet:
“The scale and complexity of the
piece are typical of her work”, while
Dr Tacey Rosolowski observes “the
exuberant curves have a personality
and emotion reminiscent of Calder’s
wire caricatures and the expressive
sculptures of Julio Gonzàlez.”
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Gifts to the Collection

Decanter, Marjorie Schick

‘Brooch with a View’,
Eleanor Moty

1983
925 sterling silver
Gift of Professor James Schick,
through the advocacy of Helen W.
Drutt English.

The unmarked silver decanter
demonstrates how Schick, having
trained as a silversmith at Indiana
University, never lost her interest
in precious metals. From 1982,
when her work was first exhibited
in Europe at the British Crafts
Centre, London was important
for her development as an artist.
This is the last and most important
piece to be made in London, when
she was a visiting lecturer at Sir
John Cass School of Art. It is the
only example of her silversmithing
in a British public collection.
The donor, Professor Schick,
comments: “Marjorie signed up
to take classes at the Sir John
Cass in London. In view of her
current work in dowel and paper,
the fellows suggested that they’d
like to see what she could do in
metal…She had the impression
they believed she would fail. You
know the cliché that modern
artists can’t draw, that’s why they
make abstract work. She accepted
the challenge and this piece was
the outcome…The decanter, she
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came to understand, earned her
acceptance as a peer. Marjorie
knew many of her contemporaries
in London. She returned to the
Cass as a visiting lecturer, and she
taught at Middlesex Polytechnic in
1991 during another sabbatical. The
people at the British Crafts Centre
knew her well and treated her as
one of theirs. I know she would be
honoured to be in the company of
Wendy [Ramshaw] and the others
at Goldsmiths’ Hall.”

1975
Sterling silver, 18ct gold and rutilated
quartz
Gift of Eleanor Moty, courtesy of Helen
W. Drutt English.

Another gift made through the
advocacy of Helen W. Drutt English,
this time by American silversmith
and jeweller Eleanor Moty, as a
testament to the long friendship
between the two women. Moty was
Professor of Silversmithing and
Jewellery at Wisconsin University.
In the US she is known as a pioneer
of electroforming, gem cutting and
photo etching. ‘Brooch with a View’
is constructed around a transparent
rutilated quartz cut by Moty herself.
There is a subtle harmony between
stone and setting. Moty explains:
“Sterling silver sheet was scored
and folded to create crisp edges
which were reinforced with silver
solder. This allowed me to create
the complicated volume that is
structurally exact and encompasses
the stone. The gold bezel, gold
pleat and linear gold elements were
precisely fitted into the silver and
‘stitches’ or burrs pulled up with
a graver or burin were carefully
placed to allow the gold elements
to seemingly float in place until they
were secured with solder.” Drawings,
a video and a paper model are
included in the gift, as well as a copy
of her recent book on her work.
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Gifts to the Collection

Prototype condiment set,
Hector Miller
1993
925 sterling silver, pierced, cast
leopard’s heads and blue glass liners
Gift of Hector Miller.

Hector Miller started his career
with Stuart Devlin. He is one of the
UK’s leading designer silversmiths
and a past Prime Warden of the
Goldsmiths’ Company. In the
1980s, his workshop specialised in
custom-made domestic silver for
a major American company which
supplied palaces, luxury yachts
and private aeroplanes. That led
to this special commission by the
Company. The condiment set is
for use at lunches of the Court
of Assistants in the Court Dining
Room at Goldsmiths’ Hall. Miller
has given the prototypes for the set
of three with Baccarat glass liners
which are already in the Domestic
Collection at Goldsmiths’ Hall.
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Gifts to the Collection

Designs for ‘Leaf’ brooch,
Rod Kelly
1995
Gift of the maker.

In 2019, Lucy Morton gave to the
Company a brooch in the shape of
a leaf which she and her family had
commissioned from Rod Kelly as a
gift for her mother’s Ruby Wedding
Anniversary. The brooch is chased
in silver with leaves of native trees
—birch, oak, holly and beech—in
the National Trust woodland in
Toys Hill, Kent which had special
meaning for the recipient. In 2021,
Kelly presented his designs for
the brooch, which show his subtle
response to the brief and his
sensitivity to the theme of a muchloved place and its associations for
the wearer. The drawings deepen
understanding of the brooch and its
making; a fine resource for teaching
the next generation of makers.
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See Dora Thornton, The Brooch Unpinned
[Goldsmiths’ Company, London 2021]
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Gifts to the Collection

Design drawings for De Vroomen
brooches in the Collection
Gifts of Leo and Ginnie de Vroomen.

Leo and Ginnie de Vroomen have
given design drawings for jewels
in the Collection which were
commissioned by the Company.
The free-flowing watercolours
are by the painter, Ginnie de
Vroomen who works in an artistic
partnership with her husband. The
photographs show two brooches
placed on scans of the drawings
to show the way in which each
watercolour has been translated
into enamelled, gem-set gold. The
circular brooch was commissioned
by the Company in 2002. Leo
de Vroomen comments: “I don’t
know of anything that is truly
still; everything is spinning from
the smallest atoms to the largest
galaxies. Spirals encapsulate this
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Drawing by Ginnie de Vroomen for
De Vroomen brooch/hairpiece, 1990
(designed by Ginnie de Vroomen, made by
Leo de Vroomen).
See Dora Thornton, The Brooch Unpinned
[Goldsmiths’ Company, London 2021]

energy and have always fascinated
me, both visually and as symbols
of growth and evolution. So much
around us contains them, shells,
whirlpools, cyclones, a fern’s fresh
tendrils, even our own DNA.” The
subtle textures and colours of
the enamelling results from the
‘flinking’ or carving of the ground
by a specialist craftsman before the
enamels are applied and then fired
in the basse-taille technique. An
earlier jewel commissioned for the
Collection in 1990 demonstrates
the same techniques and most
unusually combines the function of
hairclip and brooch.

Drawings by Ginnie de Vroomen for De
Vroomen brooch, 2003 (designed by Ginnie
de Vroomen, made by Leo de Vroomen)
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Gifts to the Collection

Illustrated list of work by Dorothy
Hogg, 1967 to 1994, relating to
her ‘Balance’ solo exhibition at
The Scottish Gallery in 1994
The Scottish Gallery have
generously donated an intriguing
illustrated list of 42 pieces of work
by renowned jeweller and teacher
Professor Dorothy Hogg MBE.
The document covers the body of
work she made for the ‘Balance’
exhibition held at the Gallery in 1994,
including the ‘Spirit Level’ series of
rings, earrings and brooches and
the ‘Pod’ or ‘Plumb Line’ necklaces.
Two of the featured pieces are
now in the Company Collection.
A second part of the list features
earlier work from the late sixties
and early seventies, illustrating
the development of Hogg’s iconic
square ‘walking’ rings and her
move into working with inlaid steel
in the 1980s. The quick sketches,
recording titles and materials, offer
a fantastic visual record of her work
over this extended period. This is an
important archival record of Hogg’s
work put together in her own hand.
F. P.
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See Dora Thornton, The Brooch Unpinned
[Goldsmiths’ Company, London 2021]
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Gifts to the Collection

Paper model for silver
‘Breadbasket’, Nan Nan Liu
2016
Paper, glue
Gift of the maker.

Nan Nan Liu is best known for her
innovative, graceful sculptures in
silver, such as boxes, candlesticks
and baskets. These are exquisitely
built up in graduated layers of silver,
like her oyster box of 2012 in the
Company’s Collection, or fabricated
from flowing forms of silver wire,
like our specially commissioned
‘Breadbasket’ from 2016 for the
exhibition, ‘Made for the Table’.
The piece started with an intricate
model in paper, which she then
translated into silver, “using the
idea of tree rings as my inspiration.
I have gained a passion for working
with metal in an organic way.”
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This 3D paper model is itself a work
of art, which she has generously
given to the Collection. Subtle
differences between the model and
the finished object reveal how she
masters the particular challenges of
working in silver.
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Gifts to the Collection

‘The Touch of Midas’ brooch on
stand, Kevin Coates
2012
Brooch: 18ct yellow gold, ancient glass
fragment, opal, 18ct white gold, silver.
Stand: Purple-heart, ebony, gold leaf,
18ct white gold
Gift of the artist in memory of Peter
Jenkins, MBE, MC, Clerk of the
Goldsmiths’ Company 1975–88.

The brooch tells the story of the
famous Midas Touch. Midas, the
legendary king of Phrygia, was so
attracted to gold that he asked
the gods for a special gift: that
everything he touched should turn
to gold. When his daughter hugged
him, she too was transformed,
and it was only then that Midas
learnt his lesson and pleaded for
the ‘gift’ to be taken back. It is that
moment that Coates has chosen to
represent, with the girl’s sculpted
gold head seeming to float in a
midnight sky edged with opals in a
dreamlike scene. The title is written
in braille around the frame. The
theme of touch is picked up again
in Midas’s gold handprint on the
stand. Coates generously gave the
brooch in honour of Peter Jenkins,
a former Clerk of the Company,
who was a great moderniser,
innovator, and promoter of
designer makers. The gift updates
our representation of Coates’
jewellery in the Collection after a
gap of thirty years. The brooch is a
superb example of his goldsmith’s
work in his favourite form.
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See Dora Thornton, The Brooch Unpinned
[Goldsmiths’ Company, London 2021]
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Growing the Collection

Decanter, Marjorie Schick

Jug, Xavier Corbero

1983, Gift
925 sterling silver
(See page 6)

1955, Purchased 1957
Silver

Marjorie Schick’s silver decanter
from 1983, recently given to the
Company, speaks to other pieces
in the Collection such as Xavier
Corbero’s jug from 1955 and our
new commission from Martin
Kean, ‘Gin No Nagare (Flowing
Silver) Carafe No. 2’ from 2021.
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‘Gin No Nagare (Flowing Silver)
Carafe No. 2’, Martin Keane
2021, Commission
Britannia silver, gilt interior
(See page 30-31)
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Commissions

Medal of Michael Wainwright
as Prime Warden, with design
drawing, Philip Nathan
2020
925 sterling silver, lost wax cast by BAC
Casting

Nathan notes that profile portraits
on medals “lend themselves more
naturally to the process of drawing
and design organisation.” Michael
Wainwright writes disarmingly of
his portrait: “I am absolutely thrilled
with it and think it is better than the
real thing.” The iconography of the
reverse (see drawing) includes the
initials of the patron and of his wife
on one side, and those of their twins
on the other. The same initials are
interwoven into the tree roots on his
Court Cup, which was designed and
made by Boodle and Dunthorne
in 2010. Wainwright is Managing
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Director of Boodles, a family
business over six generations. The
Liver Bird on his Prime Warden’s
medal refers to his Liverpudlian
origins and support for Liverpool
Football Club; the racehorse refers
to his part-ownership of several
horses and his Directorship of
Cheltenham Racecourse. He adds
that the grape vines and golf clubs
are self-explanatory and link well
with his Cup. Nathan has given the
plaster models for the medal to the
Collection, along with the digital
copy drawings which trace the
development of the design.
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Commissions

Medal of Michael Prideaux as
Prime Warden, Ian Rank-Broadley
2021
925 Sterling silver, struck by Thomas
Fattorini Ltd.

Prideaux wanted his Prime Warden’s
medal, like that of his father, John
Prideaux, to be made by Ian RankBroadley and struck by Thomas
Fattorini Ltd. Both medals have the
same allegorical reverse: Justice
riding a unicorn, while a leopard
guards coins with the Company’s
motto, referring to the Prime
Warden’s role in the Trial of the
Pyx. Rank-Broadley comments:
“The prime concern in any portrait
is always to do the sitter justice in
terms of likeness and the suggestion
of character. The relationship of the
lettering to the image is also crucial
in the design of a medal; the shape
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of the letters is as important as the
shape of the portrait. Very often
lettering is seen as text to be read
rather than contributing to the
shape and look of the medal. Finally,
it is the patination which gives
the colour to the work and allows
the form to be read. That is no
easy task, often requiring several
attempts to achieve the right
balance.” Prideaux is delighted with
it: “even having seen pictures of his
drawings and the cast, the finished
medal exceeded my expectations.
It is truly a work of art.” The artist
has given a digital copy of his design
drawing to the Collection.
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Commissions

Thomas Fattorini’s Court Cup,
Ingo Henn
2020
925 sterling silver, silver-gilt interior,
lapis lazuli,diamonds, enamelled and
gilt base

The cup is modelled on an ancient
Persian rhyton or drinking vessel,
sculpted in lapis lazuli and gold,
from 6th–5th Century BC which
Fattorini had seen as a boy. He
designed his Court Cup himself,
entrusting the making to Ingo Henn
as master goldsmith with a number
of specialist craftsmen. The lapis
lazuli allegedly derives from a mine
used by the ancient Egyptians. It
is carved in the form of a bull in
reference to Fattorini’s star sign,
Taurus. The bull supports a silvergilt cup, spun by Stephen Coe, which
is engraved by James Neville with
the star cluster of the Seven Sisters
or the Pleiades in the constellation
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of Taurus the bull. The diamond
fittings were laser set by Tim Liley
while Ian Read set the stones. The
enamelled coat of arms on the base
is that of Thomas Fattorini Ltd.
Fattorini says of his spectacular
commission: “I wanted to use
different materials and varying
crafts and show how these can all
come together to create an object.
The Court Cup at Goldsmiths’ Hall
is a part of the ritual of fellowship.
It also binds the trade with the nontrade, all working in common.”
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Commissions

Micromosaic box, Patrick Davison
2020
925 sterling silver and mixed metal
copper

Patrick Davison is inspired by
Venetian Renaissance glassmaking,
especially the millefiori technique
which he imitates in metals. He
has a European focus and the
mixed metal aesthetic of Paduan
goldsmith Stefano Marchetti is
a major influence. Davison was
commissioned to produce a small
hinged box which could be held in
the hand, featuring the micromosaic
technique he developed, and
incorporating silver, bronze, brass,
copper and nickel silver. The box is
constructed from eight separate
panels, each formed from a series
of tiny square micromosaic tiles
which have been soldered together.
The production of the tiles entails

a painstaking process of soldering
different metals together, rolling
them into a sandwich and drawing
this down into tiny square tubes;
eight square tubes together form a
cuboid bar which is sliced to form
the miniature tiles. The process,
which demands extreme attention
to detail and takes several weeks,
yields astonishing results. The
different metals compress at
different rates, and the completed
tiles are a glorious small-scale riot
of fluid shapes of varied colours, all
neatly contained within a geometric
grid. The commission also included
a mentoring session with silversmith
Ray Walton, a specialist box-maker
and Freeman of the Company.
F. P.
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Commissions

‘Gin No Nagare (Flowing Silver)
Carafe No. 2’, Martin Keane
2021
Britannia silver, gilt interior

Martin Keane’s carafe is hand-raised
from a single flat disc of Britannia
silver. Keane considers himself ‘a
hammerman’ and is passionate
about exploiting the ancient
technique of hand-raising to create
innovative, organic forms. “One
of the main attractions for me as
a silversmith is the link to age-old
‘hands on’ techniques where the
relationship between maker and
object is immediate and intimate.”
The raising process is labour
intensive and repetitive; the metal
sheet is annealed or softened with
heat, shaped with a hammer over a
stake, and then cooled before being
heated and hammered again. The
process was repeated over forty
times to obtain the flowing shape
of the carafe, and Keane describes
achieving “a very zen experience
where hammering becomes
second nature, clearing the mind of
extraneous external thoughts”. The
level of precision achieved in the
completed carafe is breathtaking;
Keane relished the challenge of
obtaining perfect symmetry across
the undulating form.
F. P.
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Purchases

‘Caldera’ ring, Emefa Cole
2020
Oxidised silver, gold leaf

Emefa Cole is a bold and
experimental jeweller who uses
the age-old technique of lost wax
casting to realise her compelling
sculptural designs. Cole’s distinctive
and highly accomplished work
exemplifies her interest in landscape
and geological processes, erosion
and the passing of time, combined
with the memories and indelible
impressions left by her childhood
in Ghana. Her dedication to
researching and learning her craft
gives her jewels a striking integrity;
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she has studied the traditional
goldsmithing techniques of the
Ashanti kingdom with the royal
goldsmith to the Asantehene. The
‘Caldera’ ring, from Cole’s Vulcan
series, is inspired by the void created
by a volcanic eruption. Luxurious,
considered, heavy on the hand, it
exploits the contrast between the
rugged gold interior of the bezel and
the flawless oxidized silver surface
of the band. It is a statement piece
and is a pleasure to wear.

‘Gold Tipped’ brooch,
Dorothy Hogg
2001
Oxidised silver, 18ct gold tips
Acquired from The Scottish Gallery.

F. P.

See Dora Thornton, The Brooch Unpinned
[Goldsmiths’ Company, London 2021]

A large, technically demanding
brooch which combines modernist
geometry with sensuousness. The
construction from repeated hollow
forms makes it light as a feather on
the body and a delight to wear. The
brooch has a very personal feel. It
reveals a combination of influences,
starting with the landscape and
weather of Troon in South Ayrshire,
where Hogg grew up: “transient
skies of every tone of grey with dark
islands and headlands juxtaposed
against a silvery changing sea.” She
started to work in oxidized silver
from 1994; here the blackened silver
units are set off with separatelymade 18 carat gold caps which were
formed with a specially-made tool.
There is another kind of memory
at work, too, in the form of the ring
brooch, which echoes medieval
silver examples from the Viking
period onwards of a type which is
frequently excavated in Scotland.
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Purchases

‘Zig Zag Dispersal’ neckpiece,
Dorothy Hogg
2001
Oxidised silver, 18ct and 22ct gold,
stainless steel bound flexible wire
Acquired from the maker through the
advocacy of Corinne Julius.

‘Spirit Level’ brooch,
Dorothy Hogg

In 2001, Dorothy Hogg was invited
to Buckingham Palace to receive
an MBE from HM the Queen for
services to silversmithing and
jewellery. She made this jewel to
wear on the occasion. There is
lyricism as well as humour in it,
as in other pieces in her ‘Noisy
Neckpiece’ series. It is larger and
more sculptural than a conventional
necklace, in the form of a silveroxidised column tipped in 22 carat
gold. Silver wires thread through
the column, then through silver
bells with gold caps which jingle in
movement. That is the sound that
her husband and son heard as she
walked up to receive her honour.
Sound is important to Hogg, as
in the ‘Bangle with 100 Rings’
from 1997, also in the Collection,
which sounds like falling rain as it
moves on the wrist. For the maker
it is the familiar ‘tinkle of a huge
bunch of keys’ she carries with her
every day. The hollow-form silver
elements with gold tips here echo
the segments on the ‘Gold Tipped’
brooch (see p.33), made in the
same year.
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1993–94
Silver
Acquired from the maker through the
advocacy of Corinne Julius.

See Dora Thornton, The Brooch Unpinned
[Goldsmiths’ Company, London 2021]

The elongated ovals of silver wire
which hang from this elliptical
brooch have a life of their own. They
move with the body when the brooch
is worn and are easily tangled but
are usually able to right themselves.
Hogg speaks of a compulsion to
make work which expresses an
inner voice and articulates where
she is in life. This seminal jewel,
with a handmade catch and hinge,
is the first of a series of ‘Spirit
Level’ brooches made for the
‘Balance’ exhibition at the Scottish
Gallery in 1994. Hogg was head of
the Jewellery and Silversmithing
Department of Edinburgh College
of Art at the time and the pieces
express the pressures she was
under, teaching students and
running classes whilst also caring for
her young family and aging mother;
‘Life was a balancing act’. Hogg
describes how she was only able
to concentrate in the peace of her
own workshop, and the clarity and
precision of the brooch speaks of
the discipline and focus necessary
to produce work of this calibre under
such challenging conditions.
F. P.
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Purchases

‘Artery Series’ brooch,
Dorothy Hogg

Two ‘Cube’ rings,
Dorothy Hogg

2004
Oxidised silver, faux coral red beads
Acquired direct from the maker through
the advocacy of Corinne Julius.

2021
Silver, 18ct French green gold
Acquired direct from the maker through
the advocacy of Corinne Julius.

The original piece in the major
‘Artery Series’ body of work, this
sinuous brooch showcases Hogg’s
love of working with silver wire and
tube. It is constructed from various
sections of hand drawn wire with
a teardrop profile to retain the
faux coral beads, square wire and
handmade tube drawn down into
an oval shape. The relationship
between form and the human body
is significant in Hogg’s work but is
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See Dora Thornton, The Brooch Unpinned
[Goldsmiths’ Company, London 2021]

especially relevant in this visceral
jewel with its flash of blood-red
beads. The tubular parts of the
brooch are hollow so that fluid could
flow through unhindered to be true
to the concept of the brooch. The
piece is Hogg’s own favourite from
the series, as she feels it achieves an
organic shape unusual in her work.
F. P.

Dorothy Hogg has been making
square rings since the 1960s. She
has been continuously developing
the uncompromising form ever
since, making it absolutely her own.
Her work often features elements
moving in different directions and
this is exemplified with great beauty
and simplicity in the cube rings;
the four ‘legs’, as she calls them,
are set at a diagonal, rising at one
end and dipping at the other, so
that each is simultaneously pulling
away from the next. Hogg made
these two examples especially for
the Company Collection in 2021.
She was commissioned to make
a single silver ring but generously
produced two, one with a single leg
of striking 18 carat French green
gold, as they look particularly
effective when worn or displayed
stacked together. It is the first time
she has created a cube ring of silver
and gold, making this acquisition
an exciting development of her
square form ring and a significant
coup for the Company. The way a
piece of her jewellery will relate to
the human form is paramount in
Hogg’s thinking, and the cube rings,
designed specifically for the left or
right hand, find a natural position
on the finger and are unexpectedly
comfortable to wear.
F. P.
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Purchases

‘Moon Brooch A’, Kayo Saito
2020
18ct gold textured leaves soldered and
pinned to Vietnamese marble

The striking and luxurious
combination of white Vietnamese
marble and gold represents a new
departure for Saito. The theme
of the brooch is nostalgia for
one’s homeland, as expressed in
a classic poem [Waka] of Abe no
Nakamaro (698–770 AD), scholar
and civil servant in Japan, who
was appointed to the Japanese
embassy to Tang China in 717 AD.
He never returned home. Saito,
who was born in Japan but now
lives in England, explains: “He saw
the moon in China and thought
about his hometown view of the
moon over a mountain in his
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See Dora Thornton, The Brooch Unpinned
[Goldsmiths’ Company, London 2021]

neighborhood in Japan. As I am
away from my country, I strongly
share this kind of feeling. I was
imagining the moon over trees and
leaves.” The brooch speaks to the
experience of separation and loss
during the pandemic of 2020–21.
The piece is exquisitely made.
No glue is used in its making; the
leaves are soldered to each other,
then pinned through to the back to
hold the marble in place. Each leaf
is differently-shaped, forged and
hammered from a sheet of gold to
suggest delicate organic forms.

‘Half Round Grey’ brooch,
Cristina Zani
2019
Burnt, painted beech wood, gold-plated
silver and steel pin

See Dora Thornton, The Brooch Unpinned
[Goldsmiths’ Company, London 2021]

Zani’s bold yet subtle brooch uses
burnt and stained beech wood in a
subdued palette. Zani thinks about
how a brooch moves on the body,
hence the element of discovery
in the red back and the texturing
of the edges of the half-rounds.
The finishing touch was a layer of
Renaissance wax to give a discreet
shine and a protective covering. In
the year of COVID 19, she had to
change her practice as she could
not reach the workshop where she
facets wood for her jewellery. So
she turned to flatter, simpler forms
which she could make at home, with
a subdued palette. Though made in
2019, the understated artistry and
restraint of this brooch seemed to fit
the mood of the moment in which it
was acquired for the Collection.
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